CCSSEF Indoor Range Q&A for the General Public
Q: Do I have to be a Member of the CCSSEF to shoot at the Indoor Range?
A: No. The Indoor Range (IR) will have scheduled hours for the public to use.
Q: How much will it cost me to shoot in the Indoor Range?
A: Hourly rates for public guests will be $20.00 per hour for range use.
Q: When can I shoot at the CCSSEF Indoor Range?
A: There will be between 20 and 40 hours of Public Hours scheduled each week. Availability will change based on
scheduled activities. A schedule of Indoor Range hours will be posted on the Foundation web site at www.ccssef.org.
Q: What if I want to join the Foundation’s Indoor Range?
A: Membership to the IR is open to Foundation (CCSSEF) Members. Applications and information for joining CCSSEF are
available on the web site or at the Clubhouse during General Manager or Membership hours.
Q: Can I reserve a time during Public Hours to shoot?
A: Yes. Contact the Range via phone or email. Walk-ins are welcome, but reserved times will be given priority.
Q: Can I shoot during Open Hours?
A: Yes, provided a RSO is on duty in the range. Credit Card payments will require you putting your card information on
your waiver form to be processed when the IRM or a Staff Member is able to process it.
Q: What can I shoot for a firearm in the Indoor Range?
A: Specifics on Indoor Range calibers and types will be published in the Foundation’s Range Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP) and Range Rules. Generally all pistol calibers will be allowed as well as most any rifle caliber.
Ammunition will have restrictions for items such as Armor Piercing (AP), tracers, steel core, destructive, incendiary,
explosive or corrosive.
Q: What can I shoot for targets?
A: Generally, only paper/cardboard targets will be allowed. Any other will require special permission.
Q: Can I rent a gun from CCSSEF?
A: No. The Foundation will not be renting or loaning firearms to the public.
Q: Do I need a “Carry Permit” to shoot in the Indoor Range?
A: Generally, no. However, be aware that we require all new members to provide a criminal background check prior to
becoming a Foundation Member. As time and technology permit, we will check backgrounds on all users of the Indoor
Range. All guests of the range will be required to sign a waiver form giving the Foundation approval to do this.
Q: Do I have to buy ammunition and targets from the Foundation for the IR?
A: No. We hope to have ammunition and targets for sale, but members and guests may bring their own provided they
are not of any restricted type per the Foundation SOP.
Q: Can I share a rented shooting lane?
A: Generally, yes for a shared firearm. Multiple people together with multiple firearms will be required to rent individual
firing points.
Q: Will I be required to take a special “Safety Course” to use the Indoor Range?
A: Yes. Range Safety Officers will conduct a Safety Briefing according to the IR SOP. Repeat guests are not required to
repeat the Safety Briefing.

